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This study was commissioned by the Centre for Contemporary Theatre at Birkbeck, University 
of London, and the Jerwood Space. It is a revision of an earlier study, which I conducted on 
behalf of Birkbeck in 2013. The intention of the study is to provide a snapshot of the size, cost 
and quality of rehearsal spaces available in London in the summer of 2016. 
 
This survey is primarily intended as a resource for theatre-makers and producers, especially 
those in the early period of their careers. In my capacity as Artistic Director of Upstart Theatre, 
I’ve rehearsed shows in spaces ranging from the back rooms of pubs and actors’ living rooms, 
to professionally-appointed spaces used by national companies. Rehearsal space is a very 
substantial part of a small-scale production budget, and in a time of increased rents in London 
in general, this cost is only getting higher. I hope that the information contained in this study 




This survey was primarily conducted between 31 May and 3 June 2016. Data was gathered 
through a combination of visiting rehearsal rooms’ websites, email and telephone contact. 
The main sources for the data were the Spotlight Contacts 2016 publication and the previous 
2013 study. Some venues were added because staff at other venues recommended them. 
 
The data was collected in an Excel spreadsheet, which makes up the other element of this 
report. Calculations were run on the cost of each rehearsal space listed on an hourly, daily 
and weekly basis. Additionally, a calculation was run on the cost of each space per square 
meter, again on an hourly, daily and weekly basis. 
 
Different venues advertise their pricing in different ways. Some offer prices per hour, others 
per day or per week; other venues offer all three prices. In order to compare all the rehearsal 
spaces in the data set, I have run calculations to generate daily, hourly, and weekly prices 
where these were not given. In the Excel spreadsheet, prices provided by the venue are 
highlighted in green while prices I have calculated are highlighted in yellow. The methodology 




Rehearsal space A provides an hourly price on its website of £15 including VAT. In order to 
generate a day rate, I multiply the hourly price by 8, giving us a day rate of £120. In order to 




Rehearsal space B only provides a weekly rate. In order to achieve a daily rate, I divide the 





Some venues offer different weekly hire rates. For purposes of this comparison, I have used 




Inclusion in this study does not represent endorsement by any of the following: the report’s 
author, Tom Mansfield; its commissioners, Birkbeck, University of London and the Jerwood 
Space; or their employees or partners. 
 
Participation and research 
 
While aiming to be as comprehensive as possible, this study does not claim to be a guide to 
every single theatre rehearsal space available in London. A number of organisations did not 
provide information, either specifically declining to have their information in the survey, or 
by not returning requests for information. This may be a product of overstretch or may 
represent a conscious decision not to make their costings publically available. Other 
organisations asked to give their information anonymously. They have been included in the 
spreadsheet but not in the ordered lists in this document.  
 
Theatre makers and producers are therefore reminded that this is a non-exhaustive list and 
that other spaces are available. Spotlight’s Contacts 2016 is still the most comprehensive 
listing of available spaces. 
Exclusions 
 
In a departure from the 2013 survey, I have excluded any spaces that offer hire on a day-by-
day basis only. This decision is predicated on the assumption that the majority of 
productions will rehearse on a full-time basis, on Monday to Friday daytimes. 
 
I have also tended to exclude educational organizations, unless they have specifically stated 
that they have space available during term times. 
 
Casting suites, film studios and band rehearsal rooms also occasionally list in Contacts; these 




In compiling this report, I’ve been struck by the level of increase in the cost of spaces since 
the 2013 report. The average cost of renting a rehearsal space across a week has gone from 
£1,048.89 in 2013 to £1,261.75 in 2016, which, as many theatre professionals working in 
London will recognise, reflects the very substantial rate of increase in renting other kinds of 
space in London.  
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Additionally, it’s important to note that many spaces have shut down since the 2013 study. 
These have tended to be smaller organisations which provided rehearsal space alongside 
other community services. One example is Expressions Studios in Kentish Town, which 
according to The Kentish Towner blog is in the process of being redeveloped into flats. 
 
It’s worth noting that other organisations have opened since spring 2013, the redeveloped 
Diorama Studios being a notable example for emerging companies.  
 
At this time of increased prices, it’s even more important that venues offer subsidies to 
emerging companies. The Jerwood Space (due disclosure: they are one of the funders of this 
report) have a long-established programme of subsidies for emerging theatre companies. 
Other organisations, such as Brixton Community Base, offer substantially reduced hire rates 
to registered charities. While subsidy and artist development lie outside the remit of this 
study, it’s heartening to note many more organisations offering subsidised rehearsals space 
as part of an artist development strategy – the New Diorama’s recently published 2016 Artist 
Development Programme is a very good example of this.  
Key Statistics 
 
 2016 2013 
Average hourly cost £35.28 £28.59 
Increase since 2013 £13.58  
Increase as percentage 25.65%  
   
Average weekly cost £1261.75 £1048.89 
Increase since 2013 £212.86  
Increase as percentage 20.29%  
   
Average weekly cost per 
square meter 
£17.53 £15.14 
Increase since 2013 £2.39  





List of spaces in order of cost (hourly) 
 
Space Name Hourly 
Rate 
2016 
Lantern Arts Centre: Prayer Room £5.00 
Young Actors Theatre: Basement Space £7.00 
Arch 468: Single space £8.13 
Chisenhale Dance Space: Small Studio £9.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 1 £10.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 4 £10.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 3 £10.00 
St George's Church Bloomsbury: Meeting Room £10.63 
Calder Theatre Bookshop: Single space £12.00 
Dance Research Studio: DRS £12.00 
Etcetera Theatre: Theatre £12.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 2 £12.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 5 £12.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 6 £12.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 7 £12.00 
Clapham Community Project: Lower Hall £12.50 
Clapham Community Project: Harlequin Room £12.50 
Half Moon Young People's Theatre: Red Room £12.50 
Holy Trinity W6: Carini Room £12.50 
Out of Joint: Rehearsal Room £12.50 
Park Theatre: Morris Space £12.75 
Oval House: Blue Studio £13.50 
Pleasance Theatre: White Room £13.50 
Pleasance Theatre: New Room £13.50 
The Poor School: Studio 1 £13.75 
The Poor School: Studio 2 £13.75 
The Poor School: Upstairs 1 £13.75 
The Poor School: Upstairs 2 £13.75 
The Poor School: Studio Theatre £13.75 
Exchange Theatre: Rehearsal Room £14.00 
Lost Theatre: Room 2 £14.00 
Alford House: Lower Hall £14.75 
Jerwood Space: Spaces 5 & 6 £14.90 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Meeting Room £15.00 
Danceworks: Studio 4 (Mini) £15.00 
Identity Studios: Mandela Studio £15.00 
Identity Studios: The Grey Room £15.00 
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Lantern Arts Centre: Wesley Room £15.00 
Red Hedgehog: The Gallery £15.00 
The Albany: Purple Room £15.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: 3rd Floor Studio £15.00 
Treadwells: Basement £15.00 
Alford House: Gymnasium £15.50 
Alford House: Main Hall £16.00 
Chats Palace: Meeting Room £16.00 
Chisenhale Dance Space: Main Studio £16.00 
London School of Capoeira: Studio 1 £16.00 
London School of Capoeira: Studio 2 £16.00 
SWC (Small World Centre): Studio £16.00 
Actors Temple: Studio 1 £17.00 
Actors Temple: Studio 2 £17.00 
Islington Arts Factory: The Linbury £17.00 
Lost Theatre: Room 1 £17.00 
Moving East: Studio £17.00 
Oval House: Downstairs Dance Studio £17.25 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 3 £18.00 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 1 £18.00 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 2 £18.00 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 3 £18.00 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 4 £18.00 
Identity Studios: Greta Mendez Room £18.00 
Identity Studios: Main Studio £18.00 
Islington Arts Factory: The Chase £18.00 
Rooms Above: Room 3 £18.00 
Rooms Above: Room 4  £18.00 
Rooms Above: Room 5 £18.00 
Space, The: The Space £18.00 
Cecil Sharp House: Storrow Hall £18.75 
The Albany: Yellow Room £19.00 
Oval House: Upstairs Dance Studio £19.50 
Paines Plough: Rehearsal Room £19.50 
St Gabriel's Halls: Boy's Club £19.50 
Diorama Arts Studios: Sage Room £20.00 
Jacksons Lane: Space 3  £20.00 
Jacksons Lane: Space 4 £20.00 
Jacksons Lane: Space 5 £20.00 
Lantern Arts Centre: Rehearsal Studio £20.00 
NLPAC Performing Arts: Studio F1 £20.00 
NLPAC Performing Arts: Studio LG2 £20.00 
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Sell A Door: Rehearsal Room £20.40 
Factory Fitness and Dance Centre: Paris £21.00 
St Gabriel's Halls: Lower Hall £21.00 
Diorama Arts Studios: 5 Medium Rooms (Navajo, Cherokee, Chickasaw, 
Apache, Lavendar) 
£21.88 
Dragon Hall: Meeting Room £21.88 
Actors Centre: Vocal & Singing Studio £22.00 
Kobi Nazrul Centre: Meeting Room £22.00 
Jerwood Space: Spaces 2 & 4 £22.30 
Pleasance Theatre: Boiler Room £22.50 
St Gabriel's Halls: Men's Club £22.50 
The Albany: Blue Room £22.50 
The Albany: Orange Room £22.50 
London Bubble: Studio Space £22.80 
Club for Acts and Actors: Concert Hall £24.00 
Factory Fitness and Dance Centre: Havana £24.00 
Rooms Above: Room 1 £24.00 
Rooms Above: Room 2 £24.00 
St Gabriel's Halls: Main Hall £24.00 
Actors Centre: Patricia Lawrence Room £24.50 
Clapham Community Project: Main Hall £25.00 
Diorama Arts Studios: Academy Room £25.00 
Half Moon Young People's Theatre: Upper Studio £25.00 
Holy Innocents Church: Lower Hall £25.00 
Holy Trinity W6: Upper Hall £25.00 
Lantern Arts Centre: Main Studio £25.00 
Lantern Arts Centre: Bond Hall £25.00 
Red Hedgehog: The Salon £25.00 
St George's Church Bloomsbury: Upper Vestry Hall £25.00 
Theatro Technis: Rehearsal Studio £25.00 
Chats Palace: Theatre £26.00 
Diorama Arts Studios: 4 Large Rooms (Regents, Sunset, Taiko, Kodo) £26.25 
Omnibus: Greene Room £26.25 
Jerwood Space: Spaces 1 & 3 £26.50 
Paddington Arts Centre: Green Room £27.00 
The Albany: Studio £27.00 
Actors Centre: Rehearsal Studio £27.50 
Paddington Arts Centre: Dance Studio £27.50 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 4 £28.13 
Brixton Community Base: Upper Hall £28.13 
Menier Chocolate Factory: Single space £28.50 
Tricycle Theatre : Cameron Mackintosh Studio £28.50 
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London Welsh Centre: Lower Hall £28.75 
Abacus Arts: Single space £30.00 
Factory Fitness and Dance Centre: New York £30.00 
Holly Lodge Community Centre: Community Centre Hall £30.00 
Jacksons Lane: Studio 2 £30.00 
Kobi Nazrul Centre: Main Space £30.00 
Questors Theatre: Shaw Room £30.00 
Questors Theatre: Alfred Emmett Room £30.00 
Questors Theatre: Redgrave Room £30.00 
RADA: Room 4 £30.00 
RADA: Studio 7 £30.00 
Raindance Film Festival: Room 1 £30.00 
Raindance Film Festival: Room 2 £30.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Cormani £30.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Lecture Room £30.00 
The Albany: Red Room £30.00 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Side Hall £32.00 
RADA: Fanny Kemble £32.40 
RADA: Edmund Kean £32.40 
Actors Centre: John Thaw Studio £32.50 
ISTD2 Dance Studios: Basement £33.00 
London Bubble: Rehearsal Room £33.60 
Sadler's Wells: The Kahn £34.50 
Brixton Community Base: Lower Hall £35.00 
Diorama Arts Studios: Sunrise Room £35.00 
Dragon Hall: Purple Room £35.00 
Holy Innocents Church: Upper Hall £35.00 
ISTD2 Dance Studios: First Floor £35.00 
Pembroke House Hall: Lower Hall £35.00 
Pineapple: Studio 5 £36.00 
Pineapple: Studio 6 £36.00 
RADA: Max Reinhart £36.00 
RADA: AR2 £36.00 
RADA: Max Rayne £36.00 
RADA: Ellen Terry £36.00 
RADA: Henry Irving £36.00 
RADA: Sarah Siddons £36.00 
RADA: David Garrick £36.00 
RADA: Training Suite £36.00 
RADA: Studio 3 £36.00 
RADA: Nancy Diguid Room £36.00 
Rooms at the Arts: Front Room £36.00 
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Rooms at the Arts: Pigeon Loft £36.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Bedells £36.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Benesh £36.00 
Stageworks Studios: Various £36.00 
Actors Centre: John Curry Room £37.00 
Cecil Sharp House: Trefusis Hall £37.50 
Paddington Arts Centre: Pyramid Room £38.00 
The Tramshed: Studio £38.00 
Eastside Educational Trust: Studio £40.00 
St James' Church Piccadilly: Meeting Room £40.00 
Pineapple: Studio 10 £40.80 
ISTD2 Dance Studios: Ground Floor £41.00 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 1 £41.25 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 2 £41.25 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Studio £42.00 
Danceworks: Studio 3 £42.00 
Danceworks: Studio 6 £42.00 
RADA: Wolfson Gielgud £42.00 
RADA: Studio 1 £42.00 
RADA: Studio 2 £42.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Espinosa £42.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Karsavina £42.00 
Tricycle Theatre : Creative Space £42.00 
English Touring Theatre: Studio 1 £42.75 
Artsadmin: Studio 5 £43.20 
Dragon Hall: Green Room £43.75 
Half Moon Young People's Theatre: Main Studio £43.75 
Holy Trinity W6: Lower Hall £43.75 
Pineapple: Studio 2 £44.40 
Jacksons Lane: Studio 1 £45.00 
Pembroke House Hall: Upper Hall £45.00 
Sadler's Wells: Space B £45.00 
Sadler's Wells: Space C £45.00 
Graeae Theatre Company: Creative Hub £46.80 
Danceworks: Studio 5 £48.00 
RADA: B25 £48.00 
RADA: GBS Studio £48.00 
RADA: Jerwood Vanburgh £48.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Ashton £48.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: De Valois £48.00 
Tricycle Theatre : Baldwin Studio £48.00 
Graeae Theatre Company: Rehearsal Room £49.50 
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Jerwood Space: Space 7 £49.80 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Main Hall £50.00 
October Gallery: Theatre Showroom £50.00 
October Gallery: Club Room £50.00 
St James' Church Piccadilly: Conference Room £50.00 
Sadler's Wells: Space A £51.00 
Pineapple: Studio 9 £52.80 
Pineapple: Studio 12 £52.80 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 3 £53.55 
Danceworks: Studio 1 £54.00 
Pineapple: Studio 1 £54.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Genée £54.00 
Dragon Hall: Main Hall £56.88 
London Welsh Centre: Main Hall £56.88 
Artsadmin: Fire Room £57.60 
Danceworks: Studio 10 £60.00 
Danceworks: Studio 11 £60.00 
RADA: Squire Bancroft £60.00 
Stratford Circus: C3 £60.00 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 2 £63.00 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 5 £63.75 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 6 £63.75 
The Tramshed: Theatre £64.00 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 1 £64.50 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 4 £65.25 
Paddington Arts Centre: Main Hall £66.00 
Pineapple: Studio 7 £68.40 
Pineapple: Studio 11 £68.40 
Sadler's Wells: Lilian Baylis Studio £69.75 
Cecil Sharp House: Kennedy Hall £75.00 
Pineapple: Studio 79 £76.80 
Dominion Theatre: The Studio £82.50 
Stratford Circus: C2 £82.50 
Artsadmin: Court Room £96.00 
Artsadmin: Studio 3 £108.00 
Artsadmin: Steve Whitson Studio £138.00 
Artsadmin: Theatre £138.00 
Stratford Circus: C1 £165.00 
Carousel Spaces: Upstairs   £225.00 
Carousel Spaces: Downstairs   £375.00 
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List of spaces in order of cost (daily) 
 
Space Name Daily Rate 2016 
Lantern Arts Centre: Prayer Room £40.00 
Young Actors Theatre: Basement Space £50.00 
Kobi Nazrul Centre: Meeting Room £60.00 
Arch 468: Single space £65.00 
Chisenhale Dance Space: Small Studio £72.00 
Exchange Theatre: Rehearsal Room £80.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 1 £80.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 4 £80.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 3 £80.00 
St George's Church Bloomsbury: Meeting Room £85.00 
Calder Theatre Bookshop: Single space £96.00 
Dance Research Studio: DRS £96.00 
Etcetera Theatre: Theatre £96.00 
Red Hedgehog: The Gallery £96.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 2 £96.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 5 £96.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 6 £96.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 7 £96.00 
Clapham Community Project: Lower Hall £100.00 
Clapham Community Project: Harlequin Room £100.00 
Half Moon Young People's Theatre: Red Room £100.00 
Holy Trinity W6: Carini Room £100.00 
Kobi Nazrul Centre: Main Space £100.00 
Out of Joint: Rehearsal Room £100.00 
The Albany: Purple Room £100.00 
Park Theatre: Morris Space £102.00 
London Bubble: Studio Space £104.40 
Oval House: Blue Studio £108.00 
Pleasance Theatre: White Room £108.00 
Pleasance Theatre: New Room £108.00 
The Poor School: Studio 1 £110.00 
The Poor School: Studio 2 £110.00 
The Poor School: Upstairs 1 £110.00 
The Poor School: Upstairs 2 £110.00 
The Poor School: Studio Theatre £110.00 
Lost Theatre: Room 2 £112.00 
Jerwood Space: Spaces 5 & 6 £113.00 
Identity Studios: Mandela Studio £115.00 
Identity Studios: The Grey Room £115.00 
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Alford House: Lower Hall £118.00 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Meeting Room £120.00 
Brixton Community Base: Lower Hall £120.00 
Chats Palace: Meeting Room £120.00 
Danceworks: Studio 4 (Mini) £120.00 
Lantern Arts Centre: Wesley Room £120.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: 3rd Floor Studio £120.00 
Treadwells: Basement £120.00 
Alford House: Gymnasium £124.00 
Actors Temple: Studio 1 £128.00 
Actors Temple: Studio 2 £128.00 
Alford House: Main Hall £128.00 
Chisenhale Dance Space: Main Studio £128.00 
London School of Capoeira: Studio 1 £128.00 
London School of Capoeira: Studio 2 £128.00 
SWC (Small World Centre): Studio £128.00 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 1 £130.00 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 2 £130.00 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 3 £130.00 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 4 £130.00 
Identity Studios: Greta Mendez Room £130.00 
Identity Studios: Main Studio £130.00 
The Albany: Yellow Room £130.00 
Actors Centre: Vocal & Singing Studio £135.00 
Islington Arts Factory: The Linbury £136.00 
Lost Theatre: Room 1 £136.00 
Moving East: Studio £136.00 
Oval House: Downstairs Dance Studio £138.00 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 3 £144.00 
Islington Arts Factory: The Chase £144.00 
Rooms Above: Room 3 £144.00 
Rooms Above: Room 4  £144.00 
Rooms Above: Room 5 £144.00 
Sell A Door: Rehearsal Room £144.00 
Space, The: The Space £144.00 
Cecil Sharp House: Storrow Hall £150.00 
Actors Centre: Patricia Lawrence Room £155.00 
The Albany: Blue Room £155.00 
The Albany: Orange Room £155.00 
Oval House: Upstairs Dance Studio £156.00 
Paines Plough: Rehearsal Room £156.00 
St Gabriel's Halls: Boy's Club £156.00 
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Diorama Arts Studios: Sage Room £160.00 
Holy Innocents Church: Lower Hall £160.00 
Jacksons Lane: Space 3  £160.00 
Jacksons Lane: Space 4 £160.00 
Jacksons Lane: Space 5 £160.00 
Lantern Arts Centre: Rehearsal Studio £160.00 
NLPAC Performing Arts: Studio F1 £160.00 
NLPAC Performing Arts: Studio LG2 £160.00 
Red Hedgehog: The Salon £160.00 
Factory Fitness and Dance Centre: Paris £168.00 
St Gabriel's Halls: Lower Hall £168.00 
Jerwood Space: Spaces 2 & 4 £169.00 
Diorama Arts Studios: 5 Medium Rooms (Navajo, Cherokee, Chickasaw, 
Apache, Lavendar) 
£175.00 
Dragon Hall: Meeting Room £175.00 
Actors Centre: Rehearsal Studio £180.00 
Pleasance Theatre: Boiler Room £180.00 
St Gabriel's Halls: Men's Club £180.00 
London Bubble: Rehearsal Room £183.60 
The Albany: Studio £185.00 
Club for Acts and Actors: Concert Hall £192.00 
Factory Fitness and Dance Centre: Havana £192.00 
Rooms Above: Room 1 £192.00 
Rooms Above: Room 2 £192.00 
St Gabriel's Halls: Main Hall £192.00 
Chats Palace: Theatre £196.00 
Clapham Community Project: Main Hall £200.00 
Diorama Arts Studios: Academy Room £200.00 
Half Moon Young People's Theatre: Upper Studio £200.00 
Holy Innocents Church: Upper Hall £200.00 
Holy Trinity W6: Upper Hall £200.00 
Lantern Arts Centre: Main Studio £200.00 
Lantern Arts Centre: Bond Hall £200.00 
St George's Church Bloomsbury: Upper Vestry Hall £200.00 
Theatro Technis: Rehearsal Studio £200.00 
Jerwood Space: Spaces 1 & 3 £201.00 
The Albany: Red Room £205.00 
Actors Centre: John Thaw Studio £210.00 
Diorama Arts Studios: 4 Large Rooms (Regents, Sunset, Taiko, Kodo) £210.00 
Omnibus: Greene Room £210.00 
Artsadmin: Studio 5 £216.00 
ISTD2 Dance Studios: Basement £216.00 
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Paddington Arts Centre: Green Room £216.00 
Paddington Arts Centre: Dance Studio £220.00 
RADA: Room 4 £222.00 
RADA: Studio 7 £222.00 
St Andrew's Church: Upper Hall £224.00 
St Andrew's Church: Lower Hall £224.00 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 4 £225.00 
Actors Centre: John Curry Room £225.00 
Brixton Community Base: Upper Hall £225.00 
Menier Chocolate Factory: Single space £228.00 
Tricycle Theatre : Cameron Mackintosh Studio £228.00 
London Welsh Centre: Lower Hall £230.00 
Abacus Arts: Single space £240.00 
Factory Fitness and Dance Centre: New York £240.00 
Graeae Theatre Company: Creative Hub £240.00 
Holly Lodge Community Centre: Community Centre Hall £240.00 
Jacksons Lane: Studio 2 £240.00 
Questors Theatre: Shaw Room £240.00 
Questors Theatre: Alfred Emmett Room £240.00 
Questors Theatre: Redgrave Room £240.00 
RADA: Fanny Kemble £240.00 
RADA: Edmund Kean £240.00 
Raindance Film Festival: Room 1 £240.00 
Raindance Film Festival: Room 2 £240.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Cormani £240.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Lecture Room £240.00 
The Tramshed: Studio £240.00 
Stageworks Studios: Various £252.00 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Side Hall £256.00 
ISTD2 Dance Studios: First Floor £262.00 
RADA: Max Reinhart £264.00 
RADA: AR2 £264.00 
RADA: Max Rayne £264.00 
RADA: Ellen Terry £264.00 
RADA: Henry Irving £264.00 
RADA: Sarah Siddons £264.00 
RADA: David Garrick £264.00 
RADA: Training Suite £264.00 
RADA: Studio 3 £264.00 
RADA: Nancy Diguid Room £264.00 
Sadler's Wells: The Kahn £276.00 
Diorama Arts Studios: Sunrise Room £280.00 
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Dragon Hall: Purple Room £280.00 
Pembroke House Hall: Lower Hall £280.00 
Artsadmin: Fire Room £288.00 
Pineapple: Studio 5 £288.00 
Pineapple: Studio 6 £288.00 
Rooms at the Arts: Front Room £288.00 
Rooms at the Arts: Pigeon Loft £288.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Bedells £288.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Benesh £288.00 
Cecil Sharp House: Trefusis Hall £300.00 
RADA: Wolfson Gielgud £300.00 
RADA: Studio 1 £300.00 
RADA: Studio 2 £300.00 
Paddington Arts Centre: Pyramid Room £304.00 
Danceworks: Studio 3 £318.00 
Danceworks: Studio 6 £318.00 
Eastside Educational Trust: Studio £320.00 
St James' Church Piccadilly: Meeting Room £320.00 
Pineapple: Studio 10 £326.40 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 1 £330.00 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 2 £330.00 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Studio £336.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Espinosa £336.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Karsavina £336.00 
Tricycle Theatre : Creative Space £336.00 
English Touring Theatre: Studio 1 £342.00 
ISTD2 Dance Studios: Ground Floor £347.00 
RADA: B25 £348.00 
RADA: GBS Studio £348.00 
RADA: Jerwood Vanburgh £348.00 
Dragon Hall: Green Room £350.00 
Half Moon Young People's Theatre: Main Studio £350.00 
Holy Trinity W6: Lower Hall £350.00 
Pineapple: Studio 2 £355.20 
Danceworks: Studio 5 £360.00 
Jacksons Lane: Studio 1 £360.00 
Pembroke House Hall: Upper Hall £360.00 
Sadler's Wells: Space B £360.00 
Sadler's Wells: Space C £360.00 
Jerwood Space: Space 7 £378.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Ashton £384.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: De Valois £384.00 
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Tricycle Theatre : Baldwin Studio £384.00 
The Tramshed: Theatre £395.00 
Graeae Theatre Company: Rehearsal Room £396.00 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Main Hall £400.00 
October Gallery: Theatre Showroom £400.00 
October Gallery: Club Room £400.00 
St James' Church Piccadilly: Conference Room £400.00 
Danceworks: Studio 1 £408.00 
Sadler's Wells: Space A £408.00 
Pineapple: Studio 9 £422.40 
Pineapple: Studio 12 £422.40 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 3 £428.40 
Pineapple: Studio 1 £432.00 
RADA: Squire Bancroft £432.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Genée £432.00 
Danceworks: Studio 10 £450.00 
Danceworks: Studio 11 £450.00 
Dragon Hall: Main Hall £455.00 
London Welsh Centre: Main Hall £455.00 
Artsadmin: Court Room £480.00 
Stratford Circus: C3 £480.00 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 2 £504.00 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 5 £510.00 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 6 £510.00 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 1 £516.00 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 4 £522.00 
Paddington Arts Centre: Main Hall £528.00 
Artsadmin: Studio 3 £540.00 
Pineapple: Studio 7 £547.20 
Pineapple: Studio 11 £547.20 
Sadler's Wells: Lilian Baylis Studio £558.00 
Cecil Sharp House: Kennedy Hall £600.00 
Pineapple: Studio 79 £614.40 
Dominion Theatre: The Studio £660.00 
Stratford Circus: C2 £660.00 
Artsadmin: Steve Whitson Studio £690.00 
Artsadmin: Theatre £690.00 
Stratford Circus: C1 £1,320.00 
Carousel Spaces: Upstairs   £1,800.00 




List of spaces in order of cost (weekly) 
 
Space Name Weekly Rate 
2016 
Lantern Arts Centre: Prayer Room £200.00 
Young Actors Theatre: Basement Space £250.00 
Kobi Nazrul Centre: Meeting Room £300.00 
Arch 468: Single space £325.00 
Exchange Theatre: Rehearsal Room £335.00 
Chisenhale Dance Space: Small Studio £360.00 
London Bubble: Studio Space £398.40 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 1 £400.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 4 £400.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 3 £400.00 
St George's Church Bloomsbury: Meeting Room £425.00 
Brixton Community Base: Lower Hall £450.00 
Clapham Community Project: Lower Hall £450.00 
Clapham Community Project: Harlequin Room £450.00 
Calder Theatre Bookshop: Single space £480.00 
Dance Research Studio: DRS £480.00 
Etcetera Theatre: Theatre £480.00 
Oval House: Blue Studio £480.00 
Red Hedgehog: The Gallery £480.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 2 £480.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 5 £480.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 6 £480.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 7 £480.00 
Half Moon Young People's Theatre: Red Room £500.00 
Holy Trinity W6: Carini Room £500.00 
Kobi Nazrul Centre: Main Space £500.00 
Out of Joint: Rehearsal Room £500.00 
The Albany: Purple Room £500.00 
Pleasance Theatre: White Room £504.00 
Pleasance Theatre: New Room £504.00 
Park Theatre: Morris Space £510.00 
Jerwood Space: Spaces 5 & 6 £536.00 
Treadwells: Basement £540.00 
The Poor School: Studio 1 £550.00 
The Poor School: Studio 2 £550.00 
The Poor School: Upstairs 1 £550.00 
The Poor School: Upstairs 2 £550.00 
The Poor School: Studio Theatre £550.00 
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Lost Theatre: Room 2 £560.00 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 3 £570.00 
Identity Studios: Mandela Studio £575.00 
Identity Studios: The Grey Room £575.00 
Alford House: Lower Hall £590.00 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Meeting Room £600.00 
Cecil Sharp House: Storrow Hall £600.00 
Chats Palace: Meeting Room £600.00 
Danceworks: Studio 4 (Mini) £600.00 
Lantern Arts Centre: Wesley Room £600.00 
Sell A Door: Rehearsal Room £600.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: 3rd Floor Studio £600.00 
Theatre Delicatessen: Black Box £600.00 
Alford House: Gymnasium £620.00 
Actors Temple: Studio 1 £640.00 
Actors Temple: Studio 2 £640.00 
Alford House: Main Hall £640.00 
Chisenhale Dance Space: Main Studio £640.00 
London School of Capoeira: Studio 1 £640.00 
London School of Capoeira: Studio 2 £640.00 
SWC (Small World Centre): Studio £640.00 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 1 £650.00 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 2 £650.00 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 3 £650.00 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 4 £650.00 
Identity Studios: Greta Mendez Room £650.00 
Identity Studios: Main Studio £650.00 
The Albany: Yellow Room £650.00 
Oval House: Downstairs Dance Studio £660.00 
Paines Plough: Rehearsal Room £666.00 
Actors Centre: Vocal & Singing Studio £675.00 
Islington Arts Factory: The Linbury £680.00 
Lost Theatre: Room 1 £680.00 
Moving East: Studio £680.00 
London Bubble: Rehearsal Room £718.80 
Islington Arts Factory: The Chase £720.00 
Rooms Above: Room 3 £720.00 
Rooms Above: Room 4  £720.00 
Rooms Above: Room 5 £720.00 
Space, The: The Space £720.00 
The Tramshed: Studio £756.00 
Actors Centre: Patricia Lawrence Room £775.00 
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The Albany: Blue Room £775.00 
The Albany: Orange Room £775.00 
Abacus Arts: Single space £780.00 
Oval House: Upstairs Dance Studio £780.00 
St Gabriel's Halls: Boy's Club £780.00 
Pleasance Theatre: Boiler Room £792.00 
Diorama Arts Studios: Sage Room £800.00 
Half Moon Young People's Theatre: Upper Studio £800.00 
Holy Innocents Church: Lower Hall £800.00 
Jacksons Lane: Space 3  £800.00 
Jacksons Lane: Space 4 £800.00 
Jacksons Lane: Space 5 £800.00 
Lantern Arts Centre: Rehearsal Studio £800.00 
NLPAC Performing Arts: Studio F1 £800.00 
NLPAC Performing Arts: Studio LG2 £800.00 
Red Hedgehog: The Salon £800.00 
Jerwood Space: Spaces 2 & 4 £803.00 
Factory Fitness and Dance Centre: Paris £840.00 
St Gabriel's Halls: Lower Hall £840.00 
Omnibus: Greene Room £850.00 
Artsadmin: Studio 5 £864.00 
Diorama Arts Studios: 5 Medium Rooms (Navajo, Cherokee, Chickasaw, 
Apache, Lavendar) 
£875.00 
Dragon Hall: Meeting Room £875.00 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 4 £900.00 
Actors Centre: Rehearsal Studio £900.00 
Clapham Community Project: Main Hall £900.00 
St Gabriel's Halls: Men's Club £900.00 
The Albany: Studio £925.00 
Jerwood Space: Spaces 1 & 3 £954.00 
Brixton Community Base: Upper Hall £960.00 
Club for Acts and Actors: Concert Hall £960.00 
Factory Fitness and Dance Centre: Havana £960.00 
Rooms Above: Room 1 £960.00 
Rooms Above: Room 2 £960.00 
St Gabriel's Halls: Main Hall £960.00 
Artsadmin: Fire Room £980.00 
Chats Palace: Theatre £980.00 
Diorama Arts Studios: Academy Room £1,000.00 
Holy Innocents Church: Upper Hall £1,000.00 
Holy Trinity W6: Upper Hall £1,000.00 
Lantern Arts Centre: Main Studio £1,000.00 
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Lantern Arts Centre: Bond Hall £1,000.00 
St George's Church Bloomsbury: Upper Vestry Hall £1,000.00 
Theatro Technis: Rehearsal Studio £1,000.00 
The Albany: Red Room £1,025.00 
Actors Centre: John Thaw Studio £1,050.00 
Diorama Arts Studios: 4 Large Rooms (Regents, Sunset, Taiko, Kodo) £1,050.00 
ISTD2 Dance Studios: Basement £1,080.00 
Paddington Arts Centre: Green Room £1,080.00 
Paddington Arts Centre: Dance Studio £1,100.00 
RADA: Room 4 £1,110.00 
RADA: Studio 7 £1,110.00 
St Andrew's Church: Upper Hall £1,120.00 
St Andrew's Church: Lower Hall £1,120.00 
Graeae Theatre Company: Rehearsal Room £1,122.00 
Actors Centre: John Curry Room £1,125.00 
Sadler's Wells: The Kahn £1,134.00 
Menier Chocolate Factory: Single space £1,140.00 
Tricycle Theatre : Cameron Mackintosh Studio £1,140.00 
London Welsh Centre: Lower Hall £1,150.00 
Cecil Sharp House: Trefusis Hall £1,200.00 
Factory Fitness and Dance Centre: New York £1,200.00 
Graeae Theatre Company: Creative Hub £1,200.00 
Holly Lodge Community Centre: Community Centre Hall £1,200.00 
Jacksons Lane: Studio 2 £1,200.00 
Questors Theatre: Shaw Room £1,200.00 
Questors Theatre: Alfred Emmett Room £1,200.00 
Questors Theatre: Redgrave Room £1,200.00 
RADA: Fanny Kemble £1,200.00 
RADA: Edmund Kean £1,200.00 
Raindance Film Festival: Room 1 £1,200.00 
Raindance Film Festival: Room 2 £1,200.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Cormani £1,200.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Lecture Room £1,200.00 
The Tramshed: Theatre £1,200.00 
Stageworks Studios: Various £1,260.00 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Side Hall £1,280.00 
Half Moon Young People's Theatre: Main Studio £1,300.00 
ISTD2 Dance Studios: First Floor £1,310.00 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 1 £1,320.00 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 2 £1,320.00 
RADA: Max Reinhart £1,320.00 
RADA: AR2 £1,320.00 
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RADA: Max Rayne £1,320.00 
RADA: Ellen Terry £1,320.00 
RADA: Henry Irving £1,320.00 
RADA: Sarah Siddons £1,320.00 
RADA: David Garrick £1,320.00 
RADA: Training Suite £1,320.00 
RADA: Studio 3 £1,320.00 
RADA: Nancy Diguid Room £1,320.00 
Diorama Arts Studios: Sunrise Room £1,400.00 
Dragon Hall: Purple Room £1,400.00 
Pembroke House Hall: Lower Hall £1,400.00 
Pineapple: Studio 5 £1,440.00 
Pineapple: Studio 6 £1,440.00 
Rooms at the Arts: Front Room £1,440.00 
Rooms at the Arts: Pigeon Loft £1,440.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Bedells £1,440.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Benesh £1,440.00 
Danceworks: Studio 3 £1,500.00 
Danceworks: Studio 6 £1,500.00 
RADA: Wolfson Gielgud £1,500.00 
RADA: Studio 1 £1,500.00 
RADA: Studio 2 £1,500.00 
Paddington Arts Centre: Pyramid Room £1,520.00 
Eastside Educational Trust: Studio £1,600.00 
St James' Church Piccadilly: Meeting Room £1,600.00 
English Touring Theatre: Studio 1 £1,620.00 
Pineapple: Studio 10 £1,632.00 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Studio £1,680.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Espinosa £1,680.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Karsavina £1,680.00 
Tricycle Theatre : Creative Space £1,680.00 
Sadler's Wells: Space B £1,716.00 
Sadler's Wells: Space C £1,716.00 
ISTD2 Dance Studios: Ground Floor £1,735.00 
Danceworks: Studio 5 £1,740.00 
RADA: B25 £1,740.00 
RADA: GBS Studio £1,740.00 
RADA: Jerwood Vanburgh £1,740.00 
Dragon Hall: Green Room £1,750.00 
Holy Trinity W6: Lower Hall £1,750.00 
Pineapple: Studio 2 £1,776.00 
Jerwood Space: Space 7 £1,793.00 
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Jacksons Lane: Studio 1 £1,800.00 
Pembroke House Hall: Upper Hall £1,800.00 
Artsadmin: Court Room £1,920.00 
Danceworks: Studio 1 £1,920.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Ashton £1,920.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: De Valois £1,920.00 
Tricycle Theatre : Baldwin Studio £1,920.00 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 4 £1,946.40 
Sadler's Wells: Space A £1,980.00 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Main Hall £2,000.00 
October Gallery: Theatre Showroom £2,000.00 
October Gallery: Club Room £2,000.00 
St James' Church Piccadilly: Conference Room £2,000.00 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 5 £2,040.00 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 6 £2,040.00 
Danceworks: Studio 10 £2,100.00 
Danceworks: Studio 11 £2,100.00 
Pineapple: Studio 9 £2,112.00 
Pineapple: Studio 12 £2,112.00 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 3 £2,128.80 
Artsadmin: Studio 3 £2,160.00 
Pineapple: Studio 1 £2,160.00 
RADA: Squire Bancroft £2,160.00 
Royal Academy of Dance: Genée £2,160.00 
Dragon Hall: Main Hall £2,275.00 
London Welsh Centre: Main Hall £2,275.00 
Cecil Sharp House: Kennedy Hall £2,400.00 
Stratford Circus: C3 £2,400.00 
Paddington Arts Centre: Main Hall £2,640.00 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 2 £2,658.00 
Pineapple: Studio 7 £2,736.00 
Pineapple: Studio 11 £2,736.00 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 1 £2,746.80 
Artsadmin: Steve Whitson Studio £2,760.00 
Artsadmin: Theatre £2,760.00 
Pineapple: Studio 79 £3,072.00 
Dominion Theatre: The Studio £3,300.00 
Stratford Circus: C2 £3,300.00 
Sadler's Wells: Lilian Baylis Studio £3,384.00 
Stratford Circus: C1 £6,600.00 
Carousel Spaces: Upstairs   £9,000.00 





List of spaces in order of cost per square meter per hour 
 
Space Name £/m2 (Hourly) 2016 
Royal Academy of Dance: Ashton £0.03 
Alford House: Main Hall £0.09 
The Poor School: Upstairs 1 £0.10 
Theatre Delicatessen: 3rd Floor Studio £0.10 
Alford House: Gymnasium £0.11 
Clapham Community Project: Main Hall £0.11 
The Poor School: Upstairs 2 £0.13 
St Gabriel's Halls: Main Hall £0.13 
Chisenhale Dance Space: Main Studio £0.13 
The Poor School: Studio Theatre £0.13 
London School of Capoeira: Studio 1 £0.15 
Alford House: Lower Hall £0.15 
Jacksons Lane: Studio 1 £0.15 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 2 £0.16 
Kobi Nazrul Centre: Main Space £0.16 
Identity Studios: Main Studio £0.16 
Out of Joint: Rehearsal Room £0.16 
Jerwood Space: Spaces 1 & 3 £0.16 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 6 £0.17 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 7 £0.17 
St Gabriel's Halls: Boy's Club £0.17 
Dance Research Studio: DRS £0.17 
St Gabriel's Halls: Men's Club £0.17 
Clapham Community Project: Lower Hall £0.17 
Lantern Arts Centre: Bond Hall £0.18 
Theatre Delicatessen: Black Box £0.18 
Islington Arts Factory: The Chase £0.18 
Moving East: Studio £0.18 
Chisenhale Dance Space: Small Studio £0.18 
Identity Studios: The Grey Room £0.19 
Factory Fitness and Dance Centre: New York £0.19 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 1 £0.19 
Pembroke House Hall: Lower Hall £0.19 
Jerwood Space: Space 7 £0.20 
Identity Studios: Greta Mendez Room £0.20 
Lantern Arts Centre: Prayer Room £0.20 
Jerwood Space: Spaces 2 & 4 £0.20 
NLPAC Performing Arts: Studio F1 £0.20 
Holy Innocents Church: Upper Hall £0.21 
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Islington Arts Factory: The Linbury £0.21 
Tricycle Theatre : Cameron Mackintosh Studio £0.21 
Park Theatre: Morris Space £0.21 
Sadler's Wells: Space A £0.21 
ISTD2 Dance Studios: Ground Floor £0.22 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 5 £0.22 
The Poor School: Studio 1 £0.22 
The Poor School: Studio 2 £0.22 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Studio £0.22 
Factory Fitness and Dance Centre: Havana £0.23 
Chats Palace: Theatre £0.23 
Space, The: The Space £0.23 
Brixton Community Base: Upper Hall £0.23 
Lantern Arts Centre: Main Studio £0.24 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 4 £0.24 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 3 £0.24 
Factory Fitness and Dance Centre: Paris £0.25 
Royal Academy of Dance: De Valois £0.25 
Young Actors Theatre: Basement Space £0.25 
Arch 468: Single space £0.25 
Abacus Arts: Single space £0.25 
St Gabriel's Halls: Lower Hall £0.26 
Identity Studios: Mandela Studio £0.26 
ISTD2 Dance Studios: First Floor £0.27 
Stratford Circus: C3 £0.27 
London Welsh Centre: Lower Hall £0.27 
Cecil Sharp House: Storrow Hall £0.27 
London School of Capoeira: Studio 2 £0.27 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 6 £0.27 
Royal Academy of Dance: Genée £0.28 
Jerwood Space: Spaces 5 & 6 £0.28 
Exchange Theatre: Rehearsal Room £0.28 
Calder Theatre Bookshop: Single space £0.28 
ISTD2 Dance Studios: Basement £0.28 
Sell A Door: Rehearsal Room £0.29 
Cecil Sharp House: Kennedy Hall £0.29 
Questors Theatre: Shaw Room £0.29 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 3 £0.29 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 4 £0.30 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 1 £0.30 
Lost Theatre: Room 1 £0.30 
Questors Theatre: Alfred Emmett Room £0.30 
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St George's Church Bloomsbury: Upper Vestry Hall £0.31 
Sadler's Wells: Lilian Baylis Studio £0.31 
Club for Acts and Actors: Concert Hall £0.31 
Pembroke House Hall: Upper Hall £0.31 
Lantern Arts Centre: Rehearsal Studio £0.31 
SWC (Small World Centre): Studio £0.31 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 2 £0.32 
Questors Theatre: Redgrave Room £0.32 
Royal Academy of Dance: Cormani £0.32 
Pleasance Theatre: Boiler Room £0.32 
Holy Trinity W6: Upper Hall £0.32 
London Welsh Centre: Main Hall £0.33 
Paddington Arts Centre: Main Hall £0.33 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Side Hall £0.33 
English Touring Theatre: Studio 1 £0.33 
NLPAC Performing Arts: Studio LG2 £0.33 
Rooms Above: Room 1 £0.33 
Cecil Sharp House: Trefusis Hall £0.33 
Jacksons Lane: Space 4 £0.33 
Paddington Arts Centre: Dance Studio £0.34 
Diorama Arts Studios: 4 Large Rooms (Regents, Sunset, Taiko, 
Kodo) 
£0.34 
Clapham Community Project: Harlequin Room £0.34 
London Bubble: Rehearsal Room £0.35 
Holy Trinity W6: Lower Hall £0.35 
Royal Academy of Dance: Espinosa £0.35 
Royal Academy of Dance: Karsavina £0.35 
Oval House: Downstairs Dance Studio £0.35 
The Albany: Red Room £0.36 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 5 £0.36 
Oval House: Upstairs Dance Studio £0.36 
Lost Theatre: Room 2 £0.37 
Holly Lodge Community Centre: Community Centre Hall £0.37 
Jacksons Lane: Space 3  £0.37 
Diorama Arts Studios: 5 Medium Rooms (Navajo, Cherokee, 
Chickasaw, Apache, Lavendar) 
£0.37 
Royal Academy of Dance: Bedells £0.39 
Royal Academy of Dance: Benesh £0.39 
Rooms Above: Room 5 £0.39 
Sadler's Wells: Space B £0.39 
Sadler's Wells: Space C £0.39 
London Bubble: Studio Space £0.40 
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3 Mills Studios: Studio 4 £0.40 
RADA: Sarah Siddons £0.40 
Pineapple: Studio 7 £0.40 
Omnibus: Greene Room £0.40 
Pineapple: Studio 9 £0.41 
Pineapple: Studio 12 £0.41 
Jacksons Lane: Space 5 £0.41 
Pleasance Theatre: New Room £0.41 
Diorama Arts Studios: Sunrise Room £0.41 
Actors Temple: Studio 2 £0.42 
Dominion Theatre: The Studio £0.42 
Pleasance Theatre: White Room £0.42 
Pineapple: Studio 11 £0.42 
Holy Innocents Church: Lower Hall £0.43 
RADA: David Garrick £0.44 
RADA: Henry Irving £0.45 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Main Hall £0.45 
Paddington Arts Centre: Pyramid Room £0.45 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 2 £0.46 
The Tramshed: Theatre £0.46 
Jacksons Lane: Studio 2 £0.46 
Half Moon Young People's Theatre: Main Studio £0.46 
RADA: Ellen Terry £0.46 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 3 £0.47 
Lantern Arts Centre: Wesley Room £0.47 
Oval House: Blue Studio £0.47 
Pineapple: Studio 79 £0.47 
Dragon Hall: Main Hall £0.48 
RADA: Squire Bancroft £0.48 
Rooms Above: Room 2 £0.48 
Half Moon Young People's Theatre: Red Room £0.48 
Rooms at the Arts: Pigeon Loft £0.48 
Rooms at the Arts: Front Room £0.48 
Chats Palace: Meeting Room £0.49 
Danceworks: Studio 1 £0.49 
Pineapple: Studio 1 £0.49 
St Andrew's Church: Upper Hall £0.50 
St Andrew's Church: Lower Hall £0.50 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 1 £0.50 
Treadwells: Basement £0.50 
Artsadmin: Studio 3 £0.51 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 2 £0.52 
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RADA: B25 £0.52 
Danceworks: Studio 10 £0.52 
Danceworks: Studio 11 £0.52 
Stageworks Studios: Various £0.52 
Raindance Film Festival: Room 2 £0.53 
RADA: Max Rayne £0.53 
RADA: Studio 7 £0.54 
Graeae Theatre Company: Rehearsal Room £0.54 
Rooms Above: Room 4  £0.55 
Actors Centre: John Thaw Studio £0.55 
RADA: Fanny Kemble £0.55 
Brixton Community Base: Lower Hall £0.56 
RADA: Jerwood Vanburgh £0.56 
RADA: Max Reinhart £0.56 
Dragon Hall: Meeting Room £0.56 
The Albany: Blue Room £0.56 
The Albany: Orange Room £0.56 
Kobi Nazrul Centre: Meeting Room £0.56 
Holy Trinity W6: Carini Room £0.57 
Eastside Educational Trust: Studio £0.57 
Sadler's Wells: The Kahn £0.58 
Half Moon Young People's Theatre: Upper Studio £0.58 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 1 £0.58 
RADA: Studio 2 £0.58 
October Gallery: Theatre Showroom £0.59 
October Gallery: Club Room £0.59 
The Albany: Studio £0.59 
RADA: AR2 £0.59 
The Tramshed: Studio £0.59 
RADA: Training Suite £0.60 
Rooms Above: Room 3 £0.60 
Etcetera Theatre: Theatre £0.60 
The Albany: Yellow Room £0.63 
RADA: Studio 1 £0.64 
Actors Centre: Patricia Lawrence Room £0.64 
RADA: Edmund Kean £0.65 
Royal Academy of Dance: Lecture Room £0.65 
Actors Centre: Rehearsal Studio £0.66 
Red Hedgehog: The Salon £0.67 
St James' Church Piccadilly: Conference Room £0.67 
Pineapple: Studio 2 £0.67 
Raindance Film Festival: Room 1 £0.67 
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Danceworks: Studio 5 £0.68 
Paines Plough: Rehearsal Room £0.70 
RADA: Wolfson Gielgud £0.71 
St George's Church Bloomsbury: Meeting Room £0.71 
Danceworks: Studio 3 £0.71 
Danceworks: Studio 6 £0.71 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 3 £0.71 
Dragon Hall: Green Room £0.74 
Pineapple: Studio 5 £0.75 
Pineapple: Studio 6 £0.75 
Red Hedgehog: The Gallery £0.75 
The Albany: Purple Room £0.75 
RADA: GBS Studio £0.75 
Pineapple: Studio 10 £0.76 
Tricycle Theatre : Creative Space £0.76 
Artsadmin: Fire Room £0.80 
Artsadmin: Court Room £0.80 
Tricycle Theatre : Baldwin Studio £0.83 
Actors Centre: John Curry Room £0.85 
RADA: Studio 3 £0.86 
Actors Temple: Studio 1 £0.87 
Stratford Circus: C1 £0.91 
Artsadmin: Steve Whitson Studio £0.92 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 4 £0.93 
Menier Chocolate Factory: Single space £0.95 
Paddington Arts Centre: Green Room £0.96 
Theatro Technis: Rehearsal Studio £1.00 
Diorama Arts Studios: Academy Room £1.04 
St James' Church Piccadilly: Meeting Room £1.07 
Danceworks: Studio 4 (Mini) £1.11 
Artsadmin: Studio 5 £1.13 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Meeting Room £1.33 
Stratford Circus: C2 £1.33 
Artsadmin: Theatre £1.53 
Dragon Hall: Purple Room £1.57 
Actors Centre: Vocal & Singing Studio £1.63 
Graeae Theatre Company: Creative Hub £1.67 
RADA: Nancy Diguid Room £1.71 
Diorama Arts Studios: Sage Room £1.90 
RADA: Room 4 £2.50 
Carousel Spaces: Downstairs   £2.80 
Carousel Spaces: Upstairs   £2.81 
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List of spaces in order of cost per square meter per day 
 
Space Name £/m2 (Daily) 2016 
Royal Academy of Dance: Ashton £0.20 
Kobi Nazrul Centre: Main Space £0.52 
Alford House: Main Hall £0.68 
The Poor School: Upstairs 1 £0.77 
Theatre Delicatessen: 3rd Floor Studio £0.82 
Alford House: Gymnasium £0.89 
Clapham Community Project: Main Hall £0.91 
The Poor School: Upstairs 2 £1.00 
St Gabriel's Halls: Main Hall £1.01 
Chisenhale Dance Space: Main Studio £1.02 
The Poor School: Studio Theatre £1.06 
Identity Studios: Main Studio £1.14 
Holy Innocents Church: Upper Hall £1.18 
London School of Capoeira: Studio 1 £1.19 
Alford House: Lower Hall £1.21 
Jacksons Lane: Studio 1 £1.22 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 2 £1.25 
Jerwood Space: Spaces 1 & 3 £1.25 
Out of Joint: Rehearsal Room £1.29 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 6 £1.34 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 7 £1.34 
St Gabriel's Halls: Boy's Club £1.36 
Dance Research Studio: DRS £1.37 
St Gabriel's Halls: Men's Club £1.38 
Clapham Community Project: Lower Hall £1.38 
Identity Studios: Greta Mendez Room £1.43 
Lantern Arts Centre: Bond Hall £1.43 
Theatre Delicatessen: Black Box £1.43 
Identity Studios: The Grey Room £1.43 
Islington Arts Factory: The Chase £1.44 
Moving East: Studio £1.45 
Chisenhale Dance Space: Small Studio £1.45 
Jerwood Space: Space 7 £1.49 
Factory Fitness and Dance Centre: New York £1.51 
Jerwood Space: Spaces 2 & 4 £1.52 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 1 £1.52 
Kobi Nazrul Centre: Meeting Room £1.54 
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Pembroke House Hall: Lower Hall £1.56 
Lantern Arts Centre: Prayer Room £1.60 
Exchange Theatre: Rehearsal Room £1.60 
NLPAC Performing Arts: Studio F1 £1.62 
Islington Arts Factory: The Linbury £1.67 
Tricycle Theatre : Cameron Mackintosh Studio £1.69 
Park Theatre: Morris Space £1.70 
Sadler's Wells: Space A £1.71 
Chats Palace: Theatre £1.73 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 5 £1.75 
The Poor School: Studio 1 £1.75 
The Poor School: Studio 2 £1.75 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Studio £1.78 
Young Actors Theatre: Basement Space £1.78 
Factory Fitness and Dance Centre: Havana £1.81 
London Bubble: Studio Space £1.82 
Space, The: The Space £1.85 
ISTD2 Dance Studios: Ground Floor £1.85 
ISTD2 Dance Studios: Basement £1.86 
Brixton Community Base: Upper Hall £1.88 
London Bubble: Rehearsal Room £1.89 
Lantern Arts Centre: Main Studio £1.90 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 4 £1.90 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 3 £1.90 
Brixton Community Base: Lower Hall £1.90 
Factory Fitness and Dance Centre: Paris £1.97 
Royal Academy of Dance: De Valois £1.98 
ISTD2 Dance Studios: First Floor £1.99 
Arch 468: Single space £2.01 
Sell A Door: Rehearsal Room £2.01 
Identity Studios: Mandela Studio £2.02 
Abacus Arts: Single space £2.03 
St Gabriel's Halls: Lower Hall £2.11 
Jerwood Space: Spaces 5 & 6 £2.12 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 3 £2.13 
Stratford Circus: C3 £2.13 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 4 £2.15 
London Welsh Centre: Lower Hall £2.15 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 1 £2.15 
Cecil Sharp House: Storrow Hall £2.15 
London School of Capoeira: Studio 2 £2.19 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 6 £2.19 
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Royal Academy of Dance: Genée £2.21 
Calder Theatre Bookshop: Single space £2.25 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 2 £2.30 
Cecil Sharp House: Kennedy Hall £2.31 
Questors Theatre: Shaw Room £2.35 
Lost Theatre: Room 1 £2.42 
Questors Theatre: Alfred Emmett Room £2.42 
The Albany: Red Room £2.44 
St George's Church Bloomsbury: Upper Vestry Hall £2.44 
Sadler's Wells: Lilian Baylis Studio £2.48 
Club for Acts and Actors: Concert Hall £2.49 
Pembroke House Hall: Upper Hall £2.50 
Lantern Arts Centre: Rehearsal Studio £2.51 
SWC (Small World Centre): Studio £2.51 
Questors Theatre: Redgrave Room £2.57 
Royal Academy of Dance: Cormani £2.57 
Pleasance Theatre: Boiler Room £2.57 
Artsadmin: Studio 3 £2.57 
Holy Trinity W6: Upper Hall £2.60 
London Welsh Centre: Main Hall £2.61 
Paddington Arts Centre: Main Hall £2.62 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Side Hall £2.63 
English Touring Theatre: Studio 1 £2.63 
NLPAC Performing Arts: Studio LG2 £2.64 
Rooms Above: Room 1 £2.65 
Cecil Sharp House: Trefusis Hall £2.66 
Jacksons Lane: Space 4 £2.67 
Paddington Arts Centre: Dance Studio £2.72 
Diorama Arts Studios: 4 Large Rooms (Regents, Sunset, Taiko, 
Kodo) 
£2.75 
Clapham Community Project: Harlequin Room £2.75 
Holy Innocents Church: Lower Hall £2.77 
Holy Trinity W6: Lower Hall £2.78 
Royal Academy of Dance: Espinosa £2.80 
Royal Academy of Dance: Karsavina £2.80 
Oval House: Downstairs Dance Studio £2.82 
The Tramshed: Theatre £2.82 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 5 £2.87 
Oval House: Upstairs Dance Studio £2.89 
RADA: Sarah Siddons £2.91 
Lost Theatre: Room 2 £2.95 
Holly Lodge Community Centre: Community Centre Hall £2.96 
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Jacksons Lane: Space 3  £2.96 
Diorama Arts Studios: 5 Medium Rooms (Navajo, Cherokee, 
Chickasaw, Apache, Lavendar) 
£2.99 
Royal Academy of Dance: Bedells £3.08 
Royal Academy of Dance: Benesh £3.08 
Rooms Above: Room 5 £3.10 
Sadler's Wells: Space B £3.13 
Sadler's Wells: Space C £3.13 
Actors Temple: Studio 2 £3.15 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 4 £3.18 
Pineapple: Studio 7 £3.20 
Omnibus: Greene Room £3.20 
RADA: David Garrick £3.23 
Pineapple: Studio 9 £3.25 
Pineapple: Studio 12 £3.25 
Jacksons Lane: Space 5 £3.27 
Pleasance Theatre: New Room £3.27 
RADA: Henry Irving £3.28 
Diorama Arts Studios: Sunrise Room £3.29 
Dominion Theatre: The Studio £3.37 
Pleasance Theatre: White Room £3.38 
Pineapple: Studio 11 £3.38 
RADA: Ellen Terry £3.40 
RADA: Squire Bancroft £3.45 
Actors Centre: John Thaw Studio £3.56 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Main Hall £3.62 
Paddington Arts Centre: Pyramid Room £3.63 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 2 £3.64 
Chats Palace: Meeting Room £3.66 
Stageworks Studios: Various £3.67 
Jacksons Lane: Studio 2 £3.69 
Half Moon Young People's Theatre: Main Studio £3.71 
Danceworks: Studio 1 £3.71 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 3 £3.73 
Lantern Arts Centre: Wesley Room £3.75 
The Tramshed: Studio £3.75 
RADA: B25 £3.78 
Oval House: Blue Studio £3.79 
Pineapple: Studio 79 £3.79 
Dragon Hall: Main Hall £3.83 
Rooms Above: Room 2 £3.84 
Half Moon Young People's Theatre: Red Room £3.85 
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Rooms at the Arts: Pigeon Loft £3.86 
The Albany: Blue Room £3.88 
The Albany: Orange Room £3.88 
Rooms at the Arts: Front Room £3.88 
RADA: Max Rayne £3.91 
Danceworks: Studio 10 £3.91 
Danceworks: Studio 11 £3.91 
Pineapple: Studio 1 £3.93 
RADA: Studio 7 £3.96 
St Andrew's Church: Upper Hall £3.98 
St Andrew's Church: Lower Hall £3.98 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 1 £3.99 
Treadwells: Basement £4.00 
Artsadmin: Fire Room £4.00 
Artsadmin: Court Room £4.00 
The Albany: Studio £4.02 
RADA: Jerwood Vanburgh £4.03 
Actors Centre: Patricia Lawrence Room £4.06 
RADA: Max Reinhart £4.09 
RADA: Fanny Kemble £4.11 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 2 £4.12 
RADA: Studio 2 £4.17 
Raindance Film Festival: Room 2 £4.25 
Red Hedgehog: The Salon £4.27 
The Albany: Yellow Room £4.30 
Actors Centre: Rehearsal Studio £4.33 
RADA: AR2 £4.34 
Graeae Theatre Company: Rehearsal Room £4.35 
Rooms Above: Room 4  £4.36 
RADA: Training Suite £4.40 
Dragon Hall: Meeting Room £4.49 
Holy Trinity W6: Carini Room £4.55 
RADA: Studio 1 £4.55 
Eastside Educational Trust: Studio £4.58 
Sadler's Wells: The Kahn £4.60 
Artsadmin: Steve Whitson Studio £4.62 
Half Moon Young People's Theatre: Upper Studio £4.63 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 1 £4.66 
October Gallery: Theatre Showroom £4.69 
October Gallery: Club Room £4.69 
RADA: Edmund Kean £4.79 
Rooms Above: Room 3 £4.80 
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Red Hedgehog: The Gallery £4.80 
Etcetera Theatre: Theatre £4.80 
The Albany: Purple Room £5.00 
RADA: Wolfson Gielgud £5.04 
Danceworks: Studio 5 £5.11 
Actors Centre: John Curry Room £5.15 
Royal Academy of Dance: Lecture Room £5.19 
St James' Church Piccadilly: Conference Room £5.33 
Danceworks: Studio 3 £5.37 
Danceworks: Studio 6 £5.37 
Pineapple: Studio 2 £5.38 
Raindance Film Festival: Room 1 £5.39 
RADA: GBS Studio £5.45 
Paines Plough: Rehearsal Room £5.60 
Artsadmin: Studio 5 £5.65 
St George's Church Bloomsbury: Meeting Room £5.67 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 3 £5.69 
Dragon Hall: Green Room £5.94 
Pineapple: Studio 5 £6.00 
Pineapple: Studio 6 £6.00 
Pineapple: Studio 10 £6.04 
Tricycle Theatre : Creative Space £6.10 
RADA: Studio 3 £6.29 
Actors Temple: Studio 1 £6.56 
Tricycle Theatre : Baldwin Studio £6.64 
Stratford Circus: C1 £7.26 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 4 £7.45 
Menier Chocolate Factory: Single space £7.60 
Artsadmin: Theatre £7.67 
Paddington Arts Centre: Green Room £7.68 
Theatro Technis: Rehearsal Studio £8.00 
Diorama Arts Studios: Academy Room £8.33 
St James' Church Piccadilly: Meeting Room £8.53 
Graeae Theatre Company: Creative Hub £8.57 
Danceworks: Studio 4 (Mini) £8.89 
Actors Centre: Vocal & Singing Studio £10.00 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Meeting Room £10.67 
Stratford Circus: C2 £10.68 
Dragon Hall: Purple Room £12.52 
RADA: Nancy Diguid Room £12.57 
Diorama Arts Studios: Sage Room £15.24 
RADA: Room 4 £18.50 
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Carousel Spaces: Downstairs   £22.39 




List of spaces in order of cost per square meter per week 
 
Space Name £/m2 (Weekly) 2016 
Royal Academy of Dance: Ashton £1.01 
Kobi Nazrul Centre: Main Space £2.60 
Alford House: Main Hall £3.41 
The Poor School: Upstairs 1 £3.85 
Theatre Delicatessen: 3rd Floor Studio £4.08 
Clapham Community Project: Main Hall £4.10 
Alford House: Gymnasium £4.43 
The Poor School: Upstairs 2 £5.00 
St Gabriel's Halls: Main Hall £5.05 
Chisenhale Dance Space: Main Studio £5.12 
The Poor School: Studio Theatre £5.29 
Identity Studios: Main Studio £5.70 
Holy Innocents Church: Upper Hall £5.88 
Jerwood Space: Spaces 1 & 3 £5.92 
London School of Capoeira: Studio 1 £5.93 
Alford House: Lower Hall £6.06 
Jacksons Lane: Studio 1 £6.08 
Clapham Community Project: Lower Hall £6.21 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 2 £6.23 
Out of Joint: Rehearsal Room £6.46 
Abacus Arts: Single space £6.59 
Exchange Theatre: Rehearsal Room £6.70 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 6 £6.71 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 7 £6.71 
St Gabriel's Halls: Boy's Club £6.81 
Dance Research Studio: DRS £6.86 
St Gabriel's Halls: Men's Club £6.89 
London Bubble: Studio Space £6.94 
Jerwood Space: Space 7 £7.05 
Identity Studios: Greta Mendez Room £7.13 
Lantern Arts Centre: Bond Hall £7.14 
Theatre Delicatessen: Black Box £7.14 
Brixton Community Base: Lower Hall £7.14 
Identity Studios: The Grey Room £7.15 
Islington Arts Factory: The Chase £7.18 
Moving East: Studio £7.23 
Jerwood Space: Spaces 2 & 4 £7.24 
Chisenhale Dance Space: Small Studio £7.26 
London Bubble: Rehearsal Room £7.42 
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  £5.81 
Factory Fitness and Dance Centre: New York £7.55 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 1 £7.62 
Kobi Nazrul Centre: Meeting Room £7.69 
Pembroke House Hall: Lower Hall £7.78 
Lantern Arts Centre: Prayer Room £8.00 
Brixton Community Base: Upper Hall £8.00 
NLPAC Performing Arts: Studio F1 £8.08 
Sadler's Wells: Space A £8.28 
Islington Arts Factory: The Linbury £8.33 
Sell A Door: Rehearsal Room £8.39 
Tricycle Theatre : Cameron Mackintosh Studio £8.44 
Park Theatre: Morris Space £8.50 
The Tramshed: Theatre £8.57 
Cecil Sharp House: Storrow Hall £8.61 
Chats Palace: Theatre £8.64 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 5 £8.73 
The Poor School: Studio 1 £8.73 
The Poor School: Studio 2 £8.73 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 6 £8.76 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Studio £8.89 
Young Actors Theatre: Basement Space £8.91 
Factory Fitness and Dance Centre: Havana £9.06 
Space, The: The Space £9.23 
Cecil Sharp House: Kennedy Hall £9.23 
ISTD2 Dance Studios: Ground Floor £9.23 
ISTD2 Dance Studios: Basement £9.32 
Lantern Arts Centre: Main Studio £9.52 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 4 £9.52 
Theatre Delicatessen: Rehearsal Studio 3 £9.52 
Factory Fitness and Dance Centre: Paris £9.83 
Royal Academy of Dance: De Valois £9.91 
ISTD2 Dance Studios: First Floor £9.94 
Arch 468: Single space £10.05 
Jerwood Space: Spaces 5 & 6 £10.06 
Identity Studios: Mandela Studio £10.12 
Artsadmin: Studio 3 £10.29 
St Gabriel's Halls: Lower Hall £10.53 
Cecil Sharp House: Trefusis Hall £10.63 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 3 £10.63 
Stratford Circus: C3 £10.67 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 4 £10.75 
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London Welsh Centre: Lower Hall £10.76 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 1 £10.76 
London School of Capoeira: Studio 2 £10.94 
Royal Academy of Dance: Genée £11.04 
Calder Theatre Bookshop: Single space £11.26 
Pleasance Theatre: Boiler Room £11.31 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 5 £11.49 
Bridge Theatre Training Company: Studio 2 £11.52 
Questors Theatre: Shaw Room £11.76 
The Tramshed: Studio £11.81 
Questors Theatre: Alfred Emmett Room £12.12 
Lost Theatre: Room 1 £12.12 
The Albany: Red Room £12.20 
St George's Church Bloomsbury: Upper Vestry Hall £12.21 
Graeae Theatre Company: Rehearsal Room £12.34 
Clapham Community Project: Harlequin Room £12.38 
English Touring Theatre: Studio 1 £12.46 
Club for Acts and Actors: Concert Hall £12.47 
Pembroke House Hall: Upper Hall £12.50 
Lantern Arts Centre: Rehearsal Studio £12.55 
SWC (Small World Centre): Studio £12.55 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 4 £12.71 
Questors Theatre: Redgrave Room £12.83 
Royal Academy of Dance: Cormani £12.84 
Omnibus: Greene Room £12.96 
Holy Trinity W6: Upper Hall £12.99 
London Welsh Centre: Main Hall £13.07 
Paddington Arts Centre: Main Hall £13.10 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Side Hall £13.13 
NLPAC Performing Arts: Studio LG2 £13.22 
Rooms Above: Room 1 £13.24 
Jacksons Lane: Space 4 £13.33 
Oval House: Downstairs Dance Studio £13.47 
Artsadmin: Fire Room £13.61 
Paddington Arts Centre: Dance Studio £13.62 
Diorama Arts Studios: 4 Large Rooms (Regents, Sunset, Taiko, 
Kodo) 
£13.73 
Half Moon Young People's Theatre: Main Studio £13.77 
Holy Innocents Church: Lower Hall £13.85 
Holy Trinity W6: Lower Hall £13.89 
Royal Academy of Dance: Espinosa £13.98 
Royal Academy of Dance: Karsavina £13.98 
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Oval House: Upstairs Dance Studio £14.44 
RADA: Sarah Siddons £14.57 
Lost Theatre: Room 2 £14.76 
Holly Lodge Community Centre: Community Centre Hall £14.81 
Jacksons Lane: Space 3  £14.81 
Sadler's Wells: Space B £14.92 
Sadler's Wells: Space C £14.92 
Diorama Arts Studios: 5 Medium Rooms (Navajo, Cherokee, 
Chickasaw, Apache, Lavendar) 
£14.96 
Sadler's Wells: Lilian Baylis Studio £15.04 
Pleasance Theatre: New Room £15.27 
Royal Academy of Dance: Bedells £15.41 
Royal Academy of Dance: Benesh £15.41 
Rooms Above: Room 5 £15.48 
Actors Temple: Studio 2 £15.73 
Pleasance Theatre: White Room £15.75 
Pineapple: Studio 7 £16.00 
Artsadmin: Court Room £16.00 
RADA: David Garrick £16.16 
Pineapple: Studio 9 £16.25 
Pineapple: Studio 12 £16.25 
Jacksons Lane: Space 5 £16.33 
RADA: Henry Irving £16.40 
Diorama Arts Studios: Sunrise Room £16.47 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 2 £16.49 
Dominion Theatre: The Studio £16.84 
Oval House: Blue Studio £16.84 
Pineapple: Studio 11 £16.89 
RADA: Ellen Terry £17.01 
RADA: Squire Bancroft £17.25 
Danceworks: Studio 1 £17.45 
Actors Centre: John Thaw Studio £17.81 
Treadwells: Basement £18.00 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Main Hall £18.10 
Paddington Arts Centre: Pyramid Room £18.16 
Danceworks: Studio 10 £18.27 
Danceworks: Studio 11 £18.27 
Chats Palace: Meeting Room £18.28 
Stageworks Studios: Various £18.33 
Jacksons Lane: Studio 2 £18.46 
Artsadmin: Steve Whitson Studio £18.46 
Half Moon Young People's Theatre: Upper Studio £18.53 
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Glasshill Studios: Studio 3 £18.54 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 1 £18.63 
Lantern Arts Centre: Wesley Room £18.75 
Sadler's Wells: The Kahn £18.90 
RADA: B25 £18.91 
Pineapple: Studio 79 £18.96 
Dragon Hall: Main Hall £19.15 
Rooms Above: Room 2 £19.20 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 2 £19.22 
Half Moon Young People's Theatre: Red Room £19.24 
Rooms at the Arts: Pigeon Loft £19.32 
The Albany: Blue Room £19.38 
The Albany: Orange Room £19.38 
Rooms at the Arts: Front Room £19.38 
RADA: Max Rayne £19.56 
Pineapple: Studio 1 £19.64 
RADA: Studio 7 £19.82 
St Andrew's Church: Upper Hall £19.91 
St Andrew's Church: Lower Hall £19.91 
The Albany: Studio £20.11 
RADA: Jerwood Vanburgh £20.17 
Actors Centre: Patricia Lawrence Room £20.28 
RADA: Max Reinhart £20.47 
RADA: Fanny Kemble £20.54 
RADA: Studio 2 £20.83 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 1 £21.26 
Raindance Film Festival: Room 2 £21.27 
Red Hedgehog: The Salon £21.33 
The Albany: Yellow Room £21.49 
Actors Centre: Rehearsal Studio £21.63 
RADA: AR2 £21.72 
Rooms Above: Room 4  £21.82 
RADA: Training Suite £22.00 
Dragon Hall: Meeting Room £22.44 
3 Mills Studios: Studio 3 £22.53 
Artsadmin: Studio 5 £22.59 
Holy Trinity W6: Carini Room £22.73 
RADA: Studio 1 £22.73 
Eastside Educational Trust: Studio £22.88 
October Gallery: Theatre Showroom £23.46 
October Gallery: Club Room £23.46 
Paines Plough: Rehearsal Room £23.90 
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RADA: Edmund Kean £23.93 
Rooms Above: Room 3 £24.00 
Red Hedgehog: The Gallery £24.00 
Etcetera Theatre: Theatre £24.02 
Danceworks: Studio 5 £24.72 
The Albany: Purple Room £25.00 
RADA: Wolfson Gielgud £25.21 
Danceworks: Studio 3 £25.35 
Danceworks: Studio 6 £25.35 
Actors Centre: John Curry Room £25.76 
Royal Academy of Dance: Lecture Room £25.97 
St James' Church Piccadilly: Conference Room £26.67 
Pineapple: Studio 2 £26.91 
Raindance Film Festival: Room 1 £26.95 
RADA: GBS Studio £27.26 
Glasshill Studios: Studio 4 £27.79 
St George's Church Bloomsbury: Meeting Room £28.33 
Dragon Hall: Green Room £29.68 
Pineapple: Studio 5 £30.00 
Pineapple: Studio 6 £30.00 
Pineapple: Studio 10 £30.22 
Tricycle Theatre : Creative Space £30.48 
Artsadmin: Theatre £30.67 
RADA: Studio 3 £31.43 
Actors Temple: Studio 1 £32.80 
Tricycle Theatre : Baldwin Studio £33.22 
Stratford Circus: C1 £36.29 
Menier Chocolate Factory: Single space £38.00 
Paddington Arts Centre: Green Room £38.40 
Theatro Technis: Rehearsal Studio £40.00 
Diorama Arts Studios: Academy Room £41.67 
St James' Church Piccadilly: Meeting Room £42.67 
Graeae Theatre Company: Creative Hub £42.86 
Danceworks: Studio 4 (Mini) £44.44 
Actors Centre: Vocal & Singing Studio £50.00 
Brady Arts and Community Centre: Meeting Room £53.33 
Stratford Circus: C2 £53.40 
Dragon Hall: Purple Room £62.61 
RADA: Nancy Diguid Room £62.86 
Diorama Arts Studios: Sage Room £76.19 
RADA: Room 4 £92.50 
Carousel Spaces: Downstairs   £111.94 
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Carousel Spaces: Upstairs   £112.50 
 
